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 ü As a result, I have one row for each object type and a unique id for the object. For the id, I use a concat of (id, object_type)
as the identity. This is the SQL that I use to create the output: SELECT con.[id], con.[object_type], con.[name], d.[type],

d.[name] FROM adatconcentratie con LEFT JOIN types d ON d.type_id = con.type_id WHERE con.[object_type] = 'content'
ORDER BY con.[id] This works fine. My problem now is that I have 2 records in my adatconcentratie table with the same

object_type (for the data attribute [object_type] = 'content') but different ids (con.[id]) but both records have the same name
(con.[name]). So I have 2 records for the same object but the SQL only returns 1 record. Is there a way to merge these 2 records
or am I going to have to delete the duplicated record manually? A: What you have should work. You say that you have two rows,
but the SQL you're presenting does not seem to have that. Can you post some sample data to clarify what's going on? If you do
have two rows, it is easy to force both of them to appear in the output. You have to include both in the SELECT clause: If you

do have multiple rows, then the normal way to do this is to use DISTINCT. However, I cannot think of a way to force SQL
Server to return multiple rows, as it seems to want to return one. If you really need the duplicate rows, 82157476af
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